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In this study, the vertical and complete lifts of Lagrange and Hamilton equations

on the extended vector blmdle have been given. Furthermore, some results on higher

order mechanical systems on the extended vector bundles have been obtained.
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§O INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS

In the previous studies [1]-[13]1, the complete and vertical lifts of the differential

elements defined on a manifold and a vector bundle were examined carefully. Lagrange-

Euler and Hamilton equations on the almost tangent and cotangent manifold were studied

in the other previous studies [14]-[17].

Let E (also M) be a configuration manifold and 1t: E ~ M be surjective

submersion. Then rr:=(E,rr:,M) has a vector bundle structure[2].

It is well-known that Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms can be intrinsically

characterized by geometric structures canonically associated to the extended vector

bundle and vector bundle. The dynnamical equations for both theories may be expressed

in the following symbolical equation;

(1) t(X)<o = V

If we are studying the Hamiltonian theory then equation (1) is the intrinsical

version of Hamilton equations when <0 = -d).., V=dH, where A is the Liouville form

canonically constructed on the cotangent vector bundle Trr:* of the vector bundle rr: and

*H: TE ~ R is Hamilton function.

Concerning the Lagrangian description we may derive the dynamical equations

from variational considerations or by pulling back the form to the tangent bundle TE. But



this is only possible when the Lagrangian L: TE ~ R involved in the theory is a regular

function. For the regular Lagrangians, equation (1) takes the form

l(X)ro = dE L

where ro=-(leg*)-l(d'J....), dEL=V(L)-L with leg.TE~TE* being the Legendre

transformation, V the Liouville vertical vector field on TE and EL the energy associated to
the function L.

In this paper, all manifolds and mappings are assumed to be differentiable of class

~, unless otherwise stated and the sum is taken over repeated indices.

§1. THE LIFTS OF TENSOR FIELDS

Let I:E ~ R be a function defined on the vector bundle n=(E,1t,M). Then the vertical,

the complete and the complete-vertical lift of order (r,s) (OSr5:k, O~~-r) of a functionl

defined on the vector bundle 7t to its the extended vector bundle rf=(kE;rr!<,kM) with

respect to its adapted coordinate system { )(i, ura : OSr5:k } are defined

I;k =r IkE =/1 't0e('tIE ... 't.t-IE(kE» 0 'tOE I't1e('t2E ... 't.t-le(kE» 0 ••• 0 'tk-1E IkE
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PROPOSITION 1. For all the functions/,ge 38(1t) and integer numbers OSr5:k;



,,0' a ,..00. a
X=A -1_-. + A ---- . In that case, the vertical, the complete and the complete-

ax 01 au0a.

vertical lift of order (r,s)(OSrSk OSsg-r) of a vector field X defined on the vector bundle

1t to its the extended vector bundle "f are defined by the induction method for integer

number k, then; the local expressions of them are

VA VA a VA aX
k

=(XOI) __ +(X°a.)
k axki k auko.

A k r A-r a cr k-r a~ =" {(k )(XOi)C V _. +(k )(X0a.) . v _}
k L..J r k ::..]1 r k ::....ra.

r=O u"t uu

PROPOsmON 2.For all vector fields X,Y E3~( 1t) and all function/E 3g( 1t)

r r r A k r A-I" A-r r
ii) (jX)~ =/: X~ , (fX)f =L(~)Jf v xf V

r=O

r s r r-II s+1I II A-II
iii) (fX); V = L(h)Jf V xf V O~,sg (r+s=k)[2].

h=O

O' 0Let ro be a I-form defined on the vector bundle 1t and ro=roOi dx 1 + rooo. dx a. be

local expression of roo In that case, the vertical, the complete and the complete-vertical lift

of order (r,s)(OSrSk OSsg-r) of a I-form ro defined on the vector bundle 1t to its the

extended vector bundle "f are defined by the induction method for integer number k,

then; the local expressions of them are

VA VA Oi VA 00.
ro k = (ro Oih dx +(ro 00. h du

rokCrVs = ~ { (;) (ro .)cr-tvs+1 dxti + (;) (ro )cr-1vs+t duta}
L..J k 01 k k ra k
(==0 (t ) (t )



PROPOSITION 3. For all I-forms ro,8E 3?(1t) and all functionJE 38(1t)

If f3( t) = (Pi, Pa ):R ~ E is a CUlVein E, then we obtain the following Hamilton

coordinates {Xi , ya :05:r<J, lSiSm, 15aYi} on Jf

drA ( dr Oi rri Pi t) X ri ra. d Pa (t)
X = --=X ,U =

d{ , d{ d{

Now, let J: TTE ~ TTE be a almost tangent structure on TE then the action of J

on vector fields ~ = (~Oi , ~ Ii , ~ Oa , ~ Ia) E3b (TE )is locally characterized by

J(~)=~Oi ~+~oa_a_.
axIl aula

Moreover, the interior product induced by J is operator tJ defined by

r

LJ(ro )(Xb···, Xr) = Lro(Xl>'" ,J(X; ), ... , Xr); ro E 3~(TE),Xi E3~(TE)
i=I

and exterior vertical derivation dJ is defmed by

dJ = [LJ,d] = LJd -dLJ .

Let L: TE ~ R be a function and consider the following the 2-form on TE and V

Liouville vertical vector field

V- li~ la_a_
roL =-ddJL, -x axli +u aula

Then roL is symplectic if and only if L is regular. It can be shown that equation (I) takes

the form

If roL is symplectic then (2) admits a unique solution X which is a semispray on TE. If we

Vvrite(2) in local coordinates then the integral curves of X are solutions of the Euler-

Lagrange equations on the vector bundle 1t:



Now, ifwe calculate the vertical lift of the Liouville vector field V then we get

V Vk Ii a Ia a
k =X ---+U ---axk+Ii &l+la

vk
and V k is called as the vertical lift of Liouville vector field to the extended vector

k

bundle. Thus if the vertical lift ~ of L regular lagrange is considered then we write

lJk(X)ill vk =dE vk , ill E.3~(k+IE),
Lk Lk

vk vk vk vk
E vk = Vk ( Lk ) - £k = - Lk , ill vk

Lk Lk

- vk vk
lJk(X)ddJk£k =dLk

k
~ is regular lagrange therefore ill vk is symplectic, hence (4) admits a unique solution

Lk

X which is a semispray on k'r1E. If we write (4) in local coordinates then the integral

curves of X are solutions of the vertical lift of Euler-Lagrange equations to the extended

vector bundle rr!'+ I:

a aCk aCk a aLvk aLvk

(5) at (ax~i )- ax~i-+ at (au~a)- au~a= 0 .

Moreover, if the complete lift of Liouville vector field V to rr!'+1 is calculate then we get

k k a aV C = "",(k) xr+li +(k) ur+Ia _
k L.. r r+li r r+la

r=O Ox au
k

and vf is called as the complete lift of the Liouville vector field to rr!'+ 1. Now, if the

almost tangent structures Js : k+ IE ~ k+ lEI ~ s ~ k is defined by

k+1 a a
Js(X) = "'" Xr-si --. + Xr-sa --; X E .3~(k+1E)L.. ~...rl aura

r=s u..\.

dJ = [lJ ,d] = IJ d -dlJs s s s
k

with respect to Js and the complete lift Lf oflagrange L is considered then we write



Hence Lf'k is regular lagrange therefore OJ ck is symplectic, and equation (6)
Lk

admits a unique solution X which is a semispray on k+1E. If we write equation (6) in local

coordinates then the integral cmves of X are solutions of the complete lift of Euler-

Lagt;:ange equations to the extended vector bundle "t.+ l:

k eX aLc' a' aLc'
~ (-1)' at' (ax~d+(-lr at' (au~a) = 0

Now, if the Hamilton function H: TE* ~ R is considered and the Hamilton

vector field on vector bundle then we write

X= aH ~_ aH ~+ aH _a __ aH _a_.
aXli 8xOi aXOiaXli aUla auOa aUOaaula

If the equation (1) is put in order again then we write

where A is Liouville form defined on TE*. If equation (9) is written with respect to

Hamilton coordinates in TE* then following Hamilton equations on the vector bundle are

obtained:
aXOi_ aH 8xli _ aH auOa aH aUla aH
---- ,----- ,--=--,---=---
at aXli at 8xOi at aUla at aUOa

Now if the vertical lift of Hamilton Vector field X on TE* is calculated with

respect to properties of vertical lifting then we get

vk aH a aH a aH a aH aXk =-_._-------+------------
aXli 8xki 8xOi 8xk+li aUla auka aXOiaUk+la

Furthennore if the equation (1) is put in order again then we write

vk vk vk
LJk(Xk )(-dAk )=d(Hk )

k k
where H[ is the vertical lift of H to k+ IE* and to. is the vertical lift of A to k+ IE* .



Hence if the equation (11) is written with respect to Hamilton coordinates in k.+ IE* then

we are hold the following the vertical lift of Hamilton equations to the extended vector

bundle:

with respect to properties of vertical and complete lifting then we put
r k-r r k-r r k-r r k-r

ck _ k k oHf V 0 oHf V 0 oHf V 0 oHE V 0
Xk - L(r)(------------+---------- )

r=O oXk-r+li Oxri Oxk-ri Oxr+li Guk-r+la oUra, oUk-ra oUr+la

Furthermore if the equation (1) is put in order again then the following equation is

written

k k
where HE is the complete lift of H to k+ IE* and ').S is the complete lift of Ato k+ IE* .

Hence if the equation (13) is written with respect to Hamilton coordinates in k.+ IE* then

the following the complete lift of Hamilton equations to the extended vector bundle are

hold:
k k k k

(14) Oxri
=

oHf oXr+li aHf Gura =
aHf au,.+la _ _oHf

=---
at Oxr+li ot Oxri

,
ot aUr+la ot aura.

Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms in generalized classical mechanics and

field theory call be intrinsically characterized to the extended vector bundles of a vector

boodle. Moreover a geometric approach of Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms

involving higher order derivatives is given by the hold results in this study.
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